
About Intellisoft Technologies

Intellisoft Technologies is an enterprise software solutions 
and consulting provider for renowned brands across 
the world. Our software development centres on-site and 
offshore, our skilled workforce and result oriented 
approaches keep our clients coming back to us for more. 
Our suite of situation-specific strategies and solutions 
deliversdelivers an optimized experience in the ever versatile 
digital world.

We don̓t concentrate on winning more number of clients. 
Our focus is, instead, on building a trustworthy image of 
ourselves in the highly competitive software market. We 
always let our work do the talking

Client Profile

Our client is a profit making autonomous body of State 
Government of India. They aim at developing the industrial 
infrastructure of the State, facilitating ease of doing business 
in their region, attracting several business giants to set foot 
in India and transforming the State into the most preferred 
business destination. This leads to employment 
opportunities,opportunities, an industrial initiative among varied sectors 
and self-sufficiency within the economy

“We always vow to wow our clients”



The Situation

The client was using Oracle 12 for its operations in the 
departments of Finance, Human Capital management, 
project accounting, asset management and payroll. 
One of the top Oracle consultancy was taking care of 
the ERP process initially. Later, it was handled by a local 
vendor who only provided support to the autonomous 
body without any enhancements in the process. body without any enhancements in the process. 

The project was taken over by Intellisoft Technologies 
in 2016 on a contract basis for two years. On assuming 
charge, we realized the existence of several shortcomings 
in the present application being used. 

The defects existed in the areas of:

1. Goods and Services Tax (GST)  
2.2. Tax Deduction at Source (TDS)  
3. Income tax for Employee 

All the above mentioned processes and payment advice 
to multiple banks were handled manually. 

The Challenge

The primary challenge was to generate bank advisory 
directly from our client without any manual intervention. 
The needs of this project were unique. We had to, 
therefore, simplify the Oracle application workflow by 
developing a new module and integrating it with R12 to 
meet the unique needs of our client



The Solution

Although our primary task was to provide support, we 
took over the greater responsibility of incorporating the 
above mentioned statutory payment in 8 calendar months. 
We also introduced an MIS dashboard to the top level IAS 
officers and ministers. 

The State governing official inaugurated the portal, 
handedhanded it over to our client and dedicated it to the service 
of the nation

Technology
Oracle R12 integrated with our customized MIS dashboard 
for maximum output

Business Visibility
The client was extremely content with the service (both 
on-site and offshore) provided by Intellisoft Technologies 
and extended the contract by another 1.5 years. During the 
maintenance period, Intellisoft Technologies agreed to 
deliver enhancement points (MIS dashboards) as well. All 
statutory compliances like GST filing, TDS and Income Tax 
remittanceremittance were systematically incorporated in the system 
and integrated through ERP. 
This integration caused a positive impact on asset and 
vendor management, Human Capital Management and 
Payroll which, in turn, contributed to the growth of the 
finance department

Our support flavored with customization makes our 
service unique
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